Posture, Swing
FIX Your

Functional
Posture

TIGER: Mark Newcombe/visions in golf

Your joints stack up on
one another with your
feet pointing forward.

Tiger’s posture
is perfect (see
page TK), both
at address and
while swinging
the club. It
explains why
he generates
upwards of
120 mph of
swing speed
without
falling offplane. Since
your posture
probably isn’t
as good as
Tiger’s, or any
other Tour
pro’s, stop
copying their
swings and
adjust for your
own posture.
By Roger
Fredericks
with David DeNunzio
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OLFERS COME in all shapes and sizes,
but the truth is that there’s only one
type of posture that allows your body
to function optimally when swinging a
club. In this correct posture, the joints
in your body stack up perfectly like the
rungs on a ladder: shoulders over hips, hips over
knees, and knees over ankles. While you certainly
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FIX Your

Forward
Posture

Under
Posture

had this ideal posture at one time, you probably
don’t have it now. The hours you’ve spent sitting at
a desk, idling in traffic, slumping in your favorite
section of the couch, and hunched over a keyboard
have wreaked havoc on your natural design. Modern
lifestyles have not only changed the way you look
(see photos, above), they have changed the way
you move your body. So when you try to swing

like players with good posture (i.e., your heroes on
the PGA Tour), you’re asking your body to perform
tasks it simply can’t complete. What you get instead
is a swing rife with compensations and devoid of
speed and power.
You can attack this problem in two ways. The first
is to improve your posture through stretching and
exercise. Visit golf.com/fitness for a special video

Your head, shoulders,
and hips lean forward
and your abs feel weak.

Your hips tilt up due
to a lack of strength in
and support from your
lower body.

cover story

Match your
swing to
your posture
type for 20
extra yards

Rotated
Posture

Your torso is rotated open,
the result of overusing
your right side in almost
everything you do.

series on how to make this happen quickly and
easily. The second is to tailor your swing to harness
your postural limitations instead of constantly trying to fight them. Identify your posture type, then
apply the appropriate setup and swing fixes on the
following pages. Not only will you see immediate
improvement in your ballflight and distance, you’ll
decrease the risk of pain and injury.
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stretch
your way to better posture golf.com/fitness.
Take years off your game and strokes off your scorecard

A

pplying the
changes
on the
previous
pages will go a long
way to improving
your contact and
distance. I’ve had
students add up to
20 yards to their
drives simply by
adjusting their
address to match
their posture.
That’s just the
start however.
If you’re serious
about getting your
posture back to a
functional state and
taking your game to
a whole new level,
follow the exercise
protocols on golf.
com/fitness. In
between, perform
the exercises on
this page that
match your posture
problem. Do them
about five times a
week. They’re not
strenuous, and the
more you perform
them, the more
likely you’ll get
your body back in
proper alignment.

forward posture stretch
A slant board ($70) and Postursizer ($99) will
accelerate your path to better posture. If you suffer
from forward posture, hold the Postursizer behind
your neck while standing on the Slant Board in front
of a wall and pull your elbows back. This stretch
effectively opens up your torso and eliminates the
tightness in your chest (what’s causing you to lean
forward). Bending forward while standing flat on
the ground with the Postursizer behind your neck
is a great way to stretch out your hips, the tighness
in which is also bring you forward and out of your
natural design..

under posture stretch
You’ll remember this one from junior-high gym. Rest
your back against a wall and pretend you’re sitting
in a chair. This simple exercise is one of the best for
building leg strength (the lack of which is forcing
your hips to point up). Try to hold this position for
??? seconds. Add to the exercise by placing a foam
roller between the wall and the small of your back.
This will help you restore the S-shaped curve that’s
missing in your spine.

Posture videos,
lessons, and
dedicated programs
to fix each posture
type on golf.com/
fitness.
For more
information on the
Postursizer and
Slant board, visit
fredericksgolf.com.
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rotated posture stretch
Your goal is to re-establish the balance in both
sides of your body. The “crocodile twist” is the
stretch for you. Lie on your back and place the heel
of your left foot on top of the toes of your right.
While keeping your shoulders flat on the ground,
rotate you hips and legs to the left as far as they
can go. Hold for a count of 10. After a few sessions
you should feel more balanced with your shoulders
lined up and level.

